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The all-new, completely revised third appearance of the
global restaurant guidebook that has sold more than 200,000
copies Forget the restaurant guides with entries chosen by a
panel of 'experts'. This 1,184-page guide is by the real
specialists, featuring over 7,000 recommendations for more
than 4,500 restaurants in more than 70 countries from more
than 650 of the world's best chefs, including: Jason Atherton,
Shannon Bennett, Helena Rizzo, Stephen Harris, Yotam
Ottolenghi, Yoshihiro Narisawa, and hundreds more. And,
with a new international slate of editors, this third version is
more comprehensive than ever.
A perfect and irresistible idea: A cookbook filled with
delicious, healthful recipes created for everyone on a tight
budget. While studying food policy as a master’s candidate
at NYU, Leanne Brown asked a simple yet critical question:
How well can a person eat on the $4 a day given by SNAP,
the U.S. government’s Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program informally known as food stamps? The answer is
surprisingly well: Broiled Tilapia with Lime, Spicy Pulled Pork,
Green Chile and Cheddar Quesadillas, Vegetable Jambalaya,
Beet and Chickpea Salad—even desserts like Coconut
Chocolate Cookies and Peach Coffee Cake. In addition to
creating nutritious recipes that maximize every ingredient and
use economical cooking methods, Ms. Brown gives tips on
shopping; on creating pantry basics; on mastering certain
staples—pizza dough, flour tortillas—and saucy extras that
make everything taste better, like spice oil and tzatziki; and
how to make fundamentally smart, healthful food choices.
The idea for Good and Cheap is already proving itself. The
author launched a Kickstarter campaign to self-publish and
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fund the buy one/give one model. Hundreds of thousands of
viewers watched her video and donated $145,000, and
national media are paying attention. Even high-profile chefs
and food writers have taken note—like Mark Bittman, who
retweeted the link to the campaign; Francis Lam, who called it
“Terrific!”; and Michael Pollan, who cited it as a “cool
kickstarter.” In the same way that TOMS turned inexpensive,
stylish shoes into a larger do-good movement, Good and
Cheap is poised to become a cookbook that every food lover
with a conscience will embrace.
With the release of Fit Fuel: A Chef?s Guide to Eating Well,
Getting Fit and Living Your Best Life, Robert Irvine, translates
his tough love tactics from the restaurant owner to the every
day man and woman.Developed from the lifetime of training
and nutritional knowledge of Chef Irvine, with support from
distinguished fitness writer Matt Tuthill, Fit Fuel is designed to
inspire the countless individuals who find themselves
struggling to find the motivation to reach their personal health
and fitness goals. The book is segmented into three distinct
sections, the first of which examines the mental aspect of
goal setting, habit forming and long-term maintenance. Here,
Chef Irvine provides encouraging, digestible ideas of how to
change the way we see and think about food, our selves, and
our own unlimited potential. Just as he?s done in season
after season of Restaurant Impossible, Chef Irvine provides
readers with the same no-excuses encouragement and
mental coaching in Fit Fuel, motivating with tools, resources
and inspiration every step of the way.The second section of
the book focuses on training, with an easy-to-follow plan,
demonstrated through A and B photography and well-defined
techniques that the 49-year-old British Royal Navy veteran
considers fundamental to his own lean and muscular
physique. In its final section, Fit Fuel goes on to reveal
recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert, all illustrated
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with realistic photography and step-by-step instructions. Few
dishes or main ingredients are overlooked, despite their
unmerited reputations as ?no-no? foods. From pancakes to
salads, beef to fish, Chef Irvine challenges the idea of good
vs. bad as it pertains to the everyday diet, even sharing a
handful of recipes to satisfy sweet tooth and emphasize the
fact that healthy eating does not require deprivation.
Michael Fenster, a cardiologist and professional chef, offers a
realistic approach to losing weight, eating a balanced diet,
and enjoying good food. He offers advice on reading labels,
avoiding processed food, timing meals, adjusting portion
sizes, and indulging once in a while in order to transform
eating habits and maintain a healthy lifestyle.
A Guide to Chefs' Favorite Restaurants (2015)
The Escoffier Cook Book
The Forager Chef's Book of Flora
The Food Traveler's Handbook
The Lebanese Cookbook
The Mere Mortal's Guide to Fine Dining
Kitchen Confidential Updated Ed

This debut cookbook from James Beard Rising
Star Chef Gabriel Rucker features a serious yet
playful collection of 150 recipes from his
phenomenally popular Portland restaurant. In
the five years since Gabriel Rucker took the helm
at Le Pigeon, he has catapulted from culinary
school dropout to award-winning chef. Le Pigeon
is offal-centric and meat-heavy, but by no means
dogmatic, offering adventures into delicacies
unknown along with the chance to order a
vegetarian mustard greens quiche and a Miller
High Life if that's what you're craving. In their
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first cookbook, Rucker and general
manager/sommelier Andrew Fortgang celebrate
high-low extremes in cooking, combining the
wild and the refined in a unique and progressive
style. Featuring wine recommendations from
sommelier Andrew Fortgang, stand-out desserts
from pastry chef Lauren Fortgang, and stories
about the restaurant’s raucous, seat-of-thepants history by writer Meredith Erickson, Le
Pigeon combines the wild and the refined in a
unique, progressive, and delicious style.
Make grains the easiest, healthiest, and most
exciting stars on your table. Grist is the only
grain and legume cookbook you need. Abra
Berens, a James Beard semifinalist for
Outstanding Chef: Great Lakes and the author of
Ruffage, shares more than 300 recipes and
variations, plus substantial reference
information to help you discover the next great
grain. Grist includes more than 125 recipes for
29 different types of grains, legumes, and seeds
that, in combination with vegetables and lean
proteins, are the stars of the healthiest, most
variable, and most satisfying meals—many of
them gluten free. New and seasoned home cooks
will want to reference this guide to start building
a repertoire of approachable, big-on-flavor
recipes. Home cooks will be attracted to the
reference quality of the book, its beauty (more
than 100 photos and 30 illustrations) and heft
(125 recipes + 300 variations = 448 pages), as
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well as the great writing, relatable voice, author
authority, unique recipe style, extensive
variations, and gorgeous photography and
illustrations. THIS IS THE A TO Z OF GRAINS,
BEANS, AND LEGUMES: The content is deep and
authoritative, but also wide-ranging, with
information and recipes for 29 different grains,
legumes, and seeds: Amaranth, Barley, BlackEyed Peas, Buckwheat, Bulgur, Chickpeas,
Common Beans, Corn, Cowpeas, Crowder Peas,
Farro, Fava Beans, Field Peas, Fonio, Freekeh,
Legumes, Lentils, Lima Beans, Millet, Oats,
Quinoa, Rice, Sorghum, Split Peas, Soy Beans,
Teff, Tiny Seed Grains, and Wheat Berries.
REFERENCE BOOK: Organized by type of
grain/legume/seed, each chapter offers
authoritative info and tips that home cooks can
use to deepen their knowledge of ingredients
and broaden their repertoire of techniques. The
recipes are simple, are generally quick to
prepare, and use ingredients that are easy to
find or often already in people's pantries.
FOLLOW UP ON SUCCESS: Ruffage by Abra
Berens was named a Best Cookbook for Spring
2019 by the New York Times and Bon Appétit,
was a 2019 Michigan Notable Book winner, and
was nominated for a 2019 James Beard Award.
Here's some strong praise for Ruffage: "Things in
my kitchen have changed since Ruffage arrived.
This organized, easygoing guide to 29 vegetables
offers a few cooking methods for each one,
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supplemented by several variations.” —Kim
Severson, New York Times "[RUFFAGE] is a total
classic in the making."—Christina Chaey,
associate editor, Bon Appétit "Crammed with
exciting ideas that encourage creativity, this
lively book will quickly become an essential item
in the home cook's library."—Library Journal
(starred review)
!--StartFragment--Winner of the 2007 IACP
Cookbook of the Year Award Winner of the 2007
IACP Cookbook Award for Best Book on Wine,
Beer or Spirits Winner of the 2006 Georges
Duboeuf Wine Book of the Year Award Winner of
the 2006 Gourmand World Cookbook Award - U.S.
for Best Book on Matching Food and Wine
!--EndFragment-- Prepared by a James Beard
Award-winning author team, "What to Drink with
What You Eat" provides the most comprehensive
guide to matching food and drink ever
compiled--complete with practical advice from
the best wine stewards and chefs in America. 70
full-color photos.
Over 1,000 food experts and aficionados from
around the world reveal their insider tips on
finding a perfect slice of pizza From the
publishers of the bestselling Where Chefs Eat
comes the next food-guide sensation on the most
popular dish - pizza! The world over, people want
the inside scoop on where to get that ultimate
slice of pizza. With quotes from chefs, critics,
and industry experts, readers will learn about
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secret ingredients, special sauces, and the quest
for the perfect crust. The guide includes detailed
city maps, reviews, key information and honest
comments from the people you’d expect to know.
Featuring more than 1,700 world-wide pizzerias,
parlours, and pizza joints listed. All you need to
know - where to go, when to go, and what to
order.
A Guide to the Fine Art of Cookery
An Annotated Guide to Eating Well
Keys to Good Cooking
The Definitive Guide to Pairing Food with Wine,
Beer, Spirits, Coffee, Tea - Even Water - Based on
Expert Advice from America's Best Sommeliers
The Pastry Chef's Guide
Cooking at the Dirty Bird [A Cookbook]
A Chef's Culinary Adventure

Sam Kass, former chef to the Obamas and White
House food policy advisor, makes it easier to do a
little better for your diet--and the environment--every
day, through smart ways to think about shopping,
setting up your kitchen so the healthy stuff comes to
hand most naturally, and through 90 delicious,
simple recipes. JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER •
IACP AWARD FINALIST This book lays out Kass's
plan to eat a little better. Knowing that sustainability
and healthfulness come most, well, sustainably
when new habits and choices seem appealing rather
than drastic and punitive, Kass shares his
philosophy and methods to help make it easy to
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choose, cook, and eat delicious foods without
depriving yourself of agency or pleasure. He knows
that going organic, local, and so forth all the time is
just not realistic for most people, and that's ok--it's all
about choosing and doing a little better, and how
those choices add up to big change. It's the
philosophy he helped the Obamas instill in their
home, both in Chicago and that big white one in
Washington.
The James Beard and IACP Award-winning author
of Flour Water Salt Yeast and one of the most
trusted baking authorities in the country proves that
amazing pizza is within reach of any home cook. “If
there were ever to be a bible for all things pizza—and
I mean all things—Ken Forkish has just written
it.”—Marc Vetri, author of Mastering Pasta and owner
of Vetri The Elements of Pizza breaks down each
step of the pizza-making process, from choosing a
dough to shaping your pie to selecting cheeses and
toppings that will work for your home kitchen setup.
Forkish offers more than a dozen different dough
recipes—same-day “Saturday doughs” that you can
make in the morning to bake pizza that night, levain
doughs made from a naturally fermented yeast
starter, and even gluten-free dough—each of which
results in the best, most texturally sublime crust
you’ve ever made at home. His clear, expert
instructions will have you shaping pies and loading a
pizza peel with the confidence of a professional
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pizzaiolo. And his innovative, seasonal topping ideas
will surprise and delight any pizza lover—and inspire
you to create your own signature pies, just the way
you like them.
Before award-winning chef Jeff Michaud ever
opened the doors of his acclaimed Philadelphia
restaurants, he spent three years in northern Italy as
a culinary apprentice to master butchers and chefs,
immersing himself in the culture and cuisine of the
old country. It is safe to say that he never anticipated
the romance that would ensue. Eating Italy is a
delicious, funny, and mesmerizing spin through the
boot, teaching true heirloom techniques and telling
Jeff 's culinary and personal love story (he met his
wife when she came into the restaurant one night for
dinner, and to this day, he hasn't forgotten what she
ordered). Part inventive cookbook, part travel
narrative, each chapter of Eating Italy explores a
village or town in northern Italy, unveiling the unique
culinary and cultural experience it has to offer. The
reader experiences his journey from “Paladina: The
Butcher's Apprentice” to “Trescore Balneario: Our
Big Italian Wedding” in dishes like Apricot and
Chanterelle Salad, Swordfish Pancetta with Fennel
Zeppole, Pheasant Lasagne, and Blood Orange
Crostata with Bitter Chocolate. Each authentic recipe
serves to mark his professional growth, learning from
some of the most skilled chefs in Italy. Vivid
photography of Italian culture, people, and
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landscapes are dispersed throughout, allowing the
reader a glimpse of northern Italia from a kitchen far
away.
Do you know how much food waste you create every
day? Probably not. But it's much more than you
think. Surplus: The food waste guide for chefs is a
thought-provoking book for every chef that wants to
effectively reduce and prevent food waste in a
restaurant's kitchen. Written by the founder of the
first zero-waste vegan restaurant in the world, it
includes a few short stories from the restaurant, and
covers the topic of food waste and plant-based
cooking from motivation and mindset tips, to
practical steps of food waste prevention. Believing
that the food waste problem can be solved by
combining a mindset change with technical
knowledge, this book includes words of motivation
and also an ingredient directory with tips on how to
use every part of an ingredient, and a few zerowaste and plant-based recipes for inspiration. The
methods and steps described in the book can be
applied in every professional kitchen, whether it's a
small bistro or a large restaurant. While this book is
focused on the hospitality industry and professional
chefs, the content provides a different viewpoint on
the food waste solutions that can be valuable to
anyone interested in reducing food waste or
introducing plant-based options on the menu.
Where Bartenders Drink
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The Chef's Garden
Where Chefs Eat UK & ROI Edition
Eating Italy
Unlocking the Secrets to World-Class Pies at Home
[A Cookbook]
The Good Food Guide

The timeless guide to culinary creativity
and flavor exploration, based on the
wisdom of the world's most innovative
chefs Eight years in the making, The
Flavor Bible is a landmark book that will
inspire the greatest creations of
innovative cooks and chefs by serving as
an indispensable guide to creativity and
flavor affinities in today's kitchen.
Cuisine is undergoing a startling historic
transformation: With the advent of the
global availability of ingredients, dishes
are no longer based on geography but on
flavor. This radical shift calls for a new
approach to cooking -- as well as a new
genre of "cookbook" that serves no to
document classic dishes via recipes, but
to inspire the creation of new ones based
on imaginative and harmonious flavor
combinations. The Flavor Bible is your
guide to hundreds of ingredients along
with the herbs, spices, and other
seasonings that will allow you to coax the
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greatest possible flavor and pleasure from
them. This astonishing reference distills
the combined experience of dozens of
America's most innovative culinarians,
representing such celebrated restaurants
as A Voce, Babbo, Blue Hill, Café
Atlántico, Chanterelle, Citronelle,
Gramercy Tavern, the Herbfarm, Jardinière,
Jean Georges, Le Bernardin, the Modern,
Moto, and the Trellis. You'll learn to:
explore the individual roles played by the
four basic tastes -- salty, sour, bitter,
and sweet -- and how to bring them into
harmony; work more intuitively and
effectively with ingredients by
discovering which flavors have the
strongest affinities for one another;
brighten flavors through the use of acids
-- from vinegars to citrus juices to herbs
and spices such as Makrut lime and sumac;
deepen or intensify flavors through the
layering of specific ingredients and
techniques; and balance the physical,
emotional, mental, and spiritual aspects
of cooking and serving an extraordinary
meal. Seasoned with tips, anecdotes, and
signature dishes from the country's most
respected chefs and pastry chefs, The
Flavor Bible is an essential book for
every kitchen library. For more flavor
inspiration, look for The Vegetarian
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Flavor Bible
Where Chefs EatA Guide to Chefs' Favorite
RestaurantsPhaidon Press
From aperitif to digestif, approach every
meal with savvy and grace. We’ve all
experienced Fancy-Pants Restaurant Jitters
at some point – the fear that you will
unknowingly commit some fine-dining crime,
whether it’s using the wrong fork, picking
an amateur wine, mispronouncing foie gras,
or gasping when your fish entrée arrives
with its head still attached. Relax. The
Mere Mortal’s Guide to Fine Dining is the
ultimate antidote to restaurant anxiety.
Where does your napkin go when you leave
the table? Should you sniff the wine cork?
And why, pray tell, are there so many
forks? This comprehensive and accessible
primer answers these and dozens of other
questions and offers the basics on every
aspect of fine dining, including: * How to
navigate a place setting * Speaking menuese and the language of fine food * A
refresher on polite and polished table
manners * 911 for wine novices * A
carnivore’s guide to beef, pork, lamb, and
veal * What local, sustainable, and
organic really mean * Japanese dining dos
and don’ts * Who’s who on a restaurant’s
staff * How to be a regular—or get the
perks like one * Top restaurants across
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the country * What the food snobs know
(and you should, too) * And much more…
With a little help, any Mere Mortal can
order wine with confidence, get great,
attitude-free service, decipher menus, and
finally, truly, savor any dining
experience.
2017 Gourmand Award Winner of “US National
Cookbook of the Year” You are what you
eat. And what you're eating isn't good.
With the proliferation of artificial
additives, hormones, antibiotics, and the
thousand other man-made substances and
chemical cocktails lurking in our grocery
bags, eating healthy, natural foods is
trickier than ever. It's no coincidence
that America's health is flagging, with
obesity and type 2 diabetes now at
epidemic levels. Taking control of your
diet doesn't have to be a challenge. Pure
Food will show you how easy—and how much
healthier—it is to cook clean, delicious
foods. Kurt Beecher Dammeier, chef,
restaurateur, food entrepreneur, retailer,
and educator has spent the past 30 years
of his life working to rid his own diet of
food additives, and nearly 20 creating and
selling pure, unadulterated foods through
his Seattle-based family of food
businesses (including Beecher's Handmade
Cheese, Pasta & Co, and Bennett's
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Restaurant). In Pure Food, Kurt shares his
own story, as well as providing a roadmap
for readers to forge a diet based on pure,
additive-free foods. Part handbook and
part cookbook, Pure Food contains more
than 70 delicious and natural recipes for
pure living. Unlike most cookbooks, Pure
Food's recipes are organized in
threads—which start with a primary meal
component like chicken, and progress
through a series of dishes that use the
primary ingredient in different ways—to
help you get the most from your cooking.
Make Braised Beef Chuck Roast for Sunday
supper, followed up by Monday night Beef
Chili, and Beef and Mushroom Lasagna to
use up the leftover roast on Tuesday. It
also contains an assortment of sauces and
sides, from Red Fresno Sriracha and 4 Year
Flagship Aioli to Red Cabbage Peperonata
and Wilted Collard Greens. And leave room
for dessert, like Apple Pear Crisp and
Beecher's No-Bake Super-Light Cheese Cake.
Whether you're a serial dieter or trying
for the first time to improve the way you
eat, Pure Food will revolutionize how you
approach food and lead you down the path
to a healthier life.
THE FITNESS CHEF
A Guide to Chefs' Favourite Restaurants
Recipes and Techniques for Edible Plants
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from Garden, Field, and Forest
What to Drink with What You Eat
The Food Waste Guide for Chefs
Good and Cheap
Where to Eat Pizza

“In this remarkable new cookbook, Bergo
provides stories, photographs and
inventive recipes.”—Star Tribune As
Seen on NBC's The Today Show! "With a
passion for bringing a taste of the
wild to the table, [Bergo’s]
inspiration for experimentation shows
in his inventive dishes created around
ingredients found in his own
backyard."—Tastemade From root to
flower—and featuring 180 recipes and
over 230 of the author’s own beautiful
photographs—explore the edible plants
we find all around us with the Forager
Chef Alan Bergo as he breaks new
culinary ground! In The Forager Chef’s
Book of Flora you’ll find the exotic to
the familiar—from Ramp Leaf Dumplings
to Spruce Tip Panna Cotta to Crisp
Fiddlehead Pickles—with Chef Bergo’s
unique blend of easy-to-follow
instruction and out-of-this-world
inspiration. Over the past fifteen
years, Minnesota chef Alan Bergo has
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become one of America’s most exciting
and resourceful culinary voices, with
millions seeking his guidance through
his wildly popular website and video
tutorials. Bergo’s inventive culinary
style is defined by his encyclopedic
curiosity, and his abiding, root-toflower passion for both wild and
cultivated plants. Instead of waiting
for fall squash to ripen, Bergo eagerly
harvests their early shoots, flowers,
and young greens—taking a holistic
approach to cooking with all parts of
the plant, and discovering
extraordinary new flavors and textures
along the way. The Forager Chef’s Book
of Flora demonstrates how understanding
the different properties and growing
phases of roots, stems, leaves, and
seeds can inform your preparation of
something like the head of an immature
sunflower—as well as the lesser-used
parts of common vegetables, like
broccoli or eggplant. As a society,
we’ve forgotten this type of old-school
knowledge, including many brilliant
culinary techniques that were borne of
thrift and necessity. For our own sake,
and that of our planet, it’s time we
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remembered. And in the process, we can
unlock new flavors from the abundant
landscape around us. “[An] excellent
debut. . . . Advocating that plants are
edible in their entirety is one thing,
but this [book] delivers the delectable
means to prove it."—Publishers Weekly
"Alan Bergo was foraging in the Midwest
way before it was trendy."—Outside
Magazine
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of
the James Beard Award for General
Cooking and the IACP Cookbook of the
Year Award "The one book you must have,
no matter what you’re planning to cook
or where your skill level falls."—New
York Times Book Review Ever wondered
how to pan-fry a steak with a charred
crust and an interior that's perfectly
medium-rare from edge to edge when you
cut into it? How to make homemade mac
'n' cheese that is as satisfyingly
gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue
box stuff, but far tastier? How to
roast a succulent, moist turkey (forget
about brining!)—and use a foolproof
method that works every time? As
Serious Eats's culinary nerd-inresidence, J. Kenji López-Alt has
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pondered all these questions and more.
In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the
science behind beloved American dishes,
delving into the interactions between
heat, energy, and molecules that create
great food. Kenji shows that often,
conventional methods don’t work that
well, and home cooks can achieve far
better results using new—but
simple—techniques. In hundreds of easyto-make recipes with over 1,000 fullcolor images, you will find out how to
make foolproof Hollandaise sauce in
just two minutes, how to transform one
simple tomato sauce into a half dozen
dishes, how to make the crispiest,
creamiest potato casserole ever
conceived, and much more.
An American adaptation of a standard
guide to the French culinary arts
'Pastry is an art but it is also food
so remember to stay in touch with your
ingredients, reflect the seasons in
your food and, for the love of God,
don’t use strawberries in December.' –
Ravneet Gill. This is a book aimed at
chefs and home bakers alike who FEAR
baking.The message: pastry is easy.
Written by pastry chef extraordinaire,
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Observer Food Monthly 50 and Code
Hospitality 30 Under 30, Ravneet Gill,
this is a straight-talking no-nonsense
manual designed to become THE baking
reference book on any cookery shelf.
This is the written embodiment of
Ravneet’s very special expertise as a
patisserie chef filled with the natural
flair and razor-sharp wit that gives
her such enormous appeal. Starting with
a manifesto for pastry chefs, Ravneet
then swiftly moves onto The Basics
where she explains the principles of
patisserie, which of ingredients you
just need to know (gelatine, fresh and
dried yeast, flours, sugar, chocolate,
cream and butter), how to line your
tins, understanding fat content, what
equipment you really need, oven
temperatures and variables to watch out
for. This section alone will give the
reader enough knowledge of baking to
avoid the pitfalls so many of us take
when baking. Chapters are then
organised by type of patisserie: Sugar,
Custards, Chocolate, Pastry, Biscuits,
Cakes and Puddings. So whether you want
to make a lighter-than-air birthday
cake, flaky breakfast pastries, smooth
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and rich ice creams (or parfaits
‘because parfaits are for when you're
in the shit’), macarons or meringues,
Ravneet will offer just the right
advice to make it all seem easy.
The Flavor Bible
Great Flavor, Good Health, Better
World: A Cookbook
The Elements of Pizza
A Chef's Handbook for Eating Clean,
with Healthy, Delicious Recipes
Pure Food
Fit Fuel
Aska
Part of the Traveler's Handbook series,
The Food Traveler's Handbook provides a
compelling argument for why it is
important to use food as a lens through
which you see the world. Using this
handbook as a guide, you will learn how to
eat safely in developing countries, source
cheap but delicious streetside meals and
discover how to make food a tool for
understanding a new place and connecting
to its local culture.
Back in print - the definitive book on
Lebanese home cooking, featuring 500
authentic and delicious easy-to-make
recipes On the shores of the eastern
Mediterranean and a gateway to the Middle
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East, Lebanon has long been regarded as
having one of the most refined cuisines in
the region, blending textures, and
ingredients from a myriad sources. First
published as The Lebanese Kitchen and now
back in print under its new title, The
Lebanese Cookbook, this is the definitive
guide, bringing together hundreds of
diverse dishes, from light, tempting
mezzes and salads, to hearty main courses,
grilled meats, sumptuous sweets, and
refreshing drinks.
Chefs Eat Toasties Too is a celebration of
that most enduring of comfort foods, the
toasted sandwich – but taken to new
heights by internationally renowned chef
Darren Purchese. While crafting elaborate
dessert and pastry confections by day, by
night Darren secretly perfects the art of
the toasted sandwich. In this book, he
reveals 50 of his masterful creations:
from the the perfect Maple Bacon, Pear &
Camembert on Sourdough, to his Pulled
Pork, Fennel Slaw & Chilli Mayo Sliders on
Brioche Buns. He has also developed sweet
recipes for the ultimate in comforting
indulgence, such as Dark Chocolate, Olive
Oil & Salt on Olive Bread, Apple, Vanilla
& Lemon Parcels and Salted Caramel on
Sourdough. For those wishing to take their
toasties to truly cheffy heights, there
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are even recipes to make the condiments
from scratch, including pear dressing,
pickled onions & chutney, chilli
caramelised onions, vanilla cherries and
rose raspberries. Chefs Eat Toasties Too
caters for all manner of cooking methods:
from grill, to pan, to sandwich press, to
oven. Now, the guiltiest foodie pleasure
can be perfected with pride!
The rapper, chef, TV star, and author of
Stoned Beyond Belief offers up a love
letter to food inspired by his childhood,
family, tours, and travels. This ain’t no
cookbook. This ain’t no memoir. This is
Action Bronson’s devotional, a book about
the overwhelming power of delicious—no,
f*cking amazing—food. Bronson is this
era’s Homer, and F*ck, That’s Delicious is
a modern-day Odyssey, replete with
orgiastic recipes, world travel, siren
songs, and weed. Illustrated, packed with
images, and unlike any book in the entire
galaxy, Bronson’s F*ck, That’s Delicious
includes forty-plus recipes inspired by
his childhood, family, tours, and travels.
Journey from bagels with cheese that
represent familial love to the sex and Big
Macs of upstate New York fat camp and
ultimately to the world’s most coveted
five-star temples of gastronomy. And: the
tacos in LA. The best Dominican chimis.
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Jamaican jerk. Hand-rolled pasta from
Mario. Secrets to good eating from
Massimo. Meyhem Lauren’s Chicken Patty
Potpie. And more! more! more! New York
Times Bestseller Winner of the IACP
Cookbook Design Award “This magnificent
tome is filled with both the recognizable
and the perplexing. And, best of all, I
can make it at home and so can you. . . .
This is a book that is at once a testament
to a wild palate, to a man with a
gastronomic vision, to a hip-hop artist of
the top of the top category, and a student
of life with legendary curiosity.” —Mario
Batali, from the foreword “Through his
career on VICELAND, Bronson has become one
of the Internet’s most entertaining food
personalities—and his book delivers just
as much loud enthusiasm for eating fucking
delicious things as his show by the same
name.” —GQ magazine
A Practical Guide to Cooking Grains,
Beans, Seeds, and Legumes
Chefs Eat Melts Too
Grist
The Sioux Chef's Indigenous Kitchen
Where Chefs Eat
Chefs Host Christmas Too
A Memoir
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It’s the most important meal of the day … and the most memorable
one too.
This epic collection of breakfast recipes will have you going to bed
early in anticipation.
Darren Purchese may be the sweetest chef in town, but you’ll love
his savoury side as well, with perfect eggs, delicious breakfast bowls
and even breakfast pizza or chicken congee with crispy doughnuts.
And then of course there’s the best way to start (or end) your day:
Bressert (Breakfast Dessert). Who wouldn’t be tempted by chocolate
streusel brioche or chocolate and vanilla glazed doughnuts?
So get up and get creative in the kitchen.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the chef behind
Momofuku and star of Netflix’s Ugly Delicious—an intimate
account of the making of a chef, the story of the modern restaurant
world that he helped shape, and how he discovered that success can
be much harder to understand than failure. NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR • Fortune • Parade • The
New York Public Library • Garden & Gun In 2004, Momofuku
Noodle Bar opened in a tiny, stark space in Manhattan’s East Village.
Its young chef-owner, David Chang, worked the line, serving ramen
and pork buns to a mix of fellow restaurant cooks and confused
diners whose idea of ramen was instant noodles in Styrofoam cups.
It would have been impossible to know it at the time—and certainly
Chang would have bet against himself—but he, who had failed at
almost every endeavor in his life, was about to become one of the
most influential chefs of his generation, driven by the question,
“What if the underground could become the mainstream?” Chang
grew up the youngest son of a deeply religious Korean American
family in Virginia. Graduating college aimless and depressed, he
fled the States for Japan, hoping to find some sense of belonging.
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While teaching English in a backwater town, he experienced the
highs of his first full-blown manic episode, and began to think that
the cooking and sharing of food could give him both purpose and
agency in his life. Full of grace, candor, grit, and humor, Eat a Peach
chronicles Chang’s switchback path. He lays bare his mistakes and
wonders about his extraordinary luck as he recounts the improbable
series of events that led him to the top of his profession. He wrestles
with his lifelong feelings of otherness and inadequacy, explores the
mental illness that almost killed him, and finds hope in the shared
value of deliciousness. Along the way, Chang gives us a penetrating
look at restaurant life, in which he balances his deep love for the
kitchen with unflinching honesty about the industry’s history of
brutishness and its uncertain future.
The completely revised new edition of the best&hyphen;selling
restaurant guidebook, which sold over 100,000 copies. This is the
ultimate restaurant guide written by the real experts: more than 600
of the world’s best chefs, including recommendations from René
Redzepi, David Chang, Jason Atherton, Shannon Bennett, Helena
Rizzo, Massimo Bottura, Yotam Ottolenghi, Yoshihiro Narisawa and
hundreds more. The book features more than 3,000 restaurants in
more than 70 countries, including detailed city maps, reviews,
reservation policies, key information and honest comments from the
chefs themselves. Where Chefs Eat will once again be available as
an App released to coincide with publication.

Hot on the heels of his highly successful Chefs Eat Toasties Too,
Darren Purchese is sharing his take on Christmas with us in his 2nd
book in the Chefs…Too series. With Chefs Host Christmas
Too there’s no need to be stressed about Christmas – at least not
when it comes to hosting and feasting.
It’s time to play with Christmas – and we don’t mean having a
starring role in a pageant, but being the star of your own show. The
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approach here is fresh, fun, lighthearted and accessible, with an
enticing and cleverly put-together line up of Christmas greats, and
new twists on how to prepare them.
Chefs Host Christmas Too includes everything you need to keep
the throng fed and entertained during this festive time, including
family favourites, all the chef tips and tricks, and new takes on some
classic fare.

A Modern Guide to Common and Unusual Vegetables--with Recipes
Eat a Little Better
A Pro's Guide to Starting the Day Right
From Salad Forks to Sommeliers, How to Eat and Drink in Style
Without Fear of Faux Pas
Le Pigeon
Afield
F*ck, That's Delicious

Chefs Eat Toasties Too is a celebration of that
most enduring of comfort foods, the toasted
sandwich - but taken to new heights by
internationally renowned chef Darren
Purchese. While crafting elaborate dessert
and pastry confections by day, by night
Darren secretly perfects the art of the
toasted sandwich. In this book, he reveals 50
of his masterful creations: from the the
perfect Maple Bacon, Pear & Camembert on
Sourdough, to his Pulled Pork, Fennel Slaw &
Chilli Mayo SlidersPage
on27/37
Brioche Buns. He has
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also developed sweet recipes for the ultimate
in comforting indulgence, such as Dark
Chocolate, Olive Oil & Salt on Olive Bread,
Apple, Vanilla & Lemon Parcels and Salted
Caramel on Sourdough. For those wishing to
take their toasties to truly cheffy heights,
there are even recipes to make the
condiments from scratch, including pear
dressing, pickled onions & chutney, chilli
caramelised onions, vanilla cherries and rose
raspberries. Chefs Eat Toasties Too caters for
all manner of cooking methods: from grill, to
pan, to sandwich press, to oven. Now, the
guiltiest foodie pleasure can be perfected
with pride!
An approachable, comprehensive guide to the
modern world of vegetables, from the leading
grower of specialty vegetables in the country
Near the shores of Lake Erie is a familyowned farm with a humble origin story that
has become the most renowned specialty
vegetable grower in America. After losing
their farm in the early 1980s, a chance
encounter with a French-trained chef at their
farmers' market stand led the Jones family to
remake their business and learn to grow
unique ingredients that were considered
exotic at the time, like microgreens and
squash blossoms. They soon discovered chefs
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across the country were hungry for these
prized ingredients, from Thomas Keller in
Napa Valley to Daniel Boulud in New York
City. Today, they provide exquisite
vegetables for restaurants and home cooks
across the country. The Chef's Garden grows
and harvests with the notion that every part
of the plant offers something unique for the
plate. From a perfect-tasting carrot, to a tiny
red royal turnip, to a pencil lead-thin
cucumber still attached to its blossom, The
Chef's Garden is constantly innovating to
grow vegetables sustainably and with
maximum flavor. It's a Willy Wonka factory
for vegetables. In this guide and cookbook,
The Chef's Garden, led by Farmer Lee Jones,
shares with readers the wealth of knowledge
they've amassed on how to select, prepare,
and cook vegetables. Featuring more than
500 entries, from herbs, to edible flowers, to
varieties of commonly known and not-socommon produce, this book will be a new
bible for farmers' market shoppers and home
cooks. With 100 recipes created by the head
chef at The Chef's Garden Culinary Vegetable
Institute, readers will learn innovative
techniques to transform vegetables in their
kitchens with dishes such as Ramp Top Pasta,
Seared Rack of Brussels Sprouts, and
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Cornbread-Stuffed Zucchini Blossoms, and
even sweet concoctions like Onion Caramel
and Beet Marshmallows. The future of cuisine
is vegetables, and Jones and The Chef's
Garden are on the forefront of this
revolution.
Finally. . .the first international restaurant
guidebook by the real insiders: over 400 of
the world's top chefs. From bargain noodle
joints to high-end restaurants; late night
haunts to all day breakfasts; neighborhood
eateries to destination restaurants, Where
Chefs Eat reveals over 2,000 personal
recommendations by chefs of their top places
to eat in all major cities around the world.
With entertaining reviews, quotes from the
chefs, clever maps, and an easy-to-use
system of organization, Where Chefs Eat
breaks the mold of the traditional guidebook.
Find out where to eat, when to go, and what
to order. It's like having a top chef as your
best friend to give you advice whenever you
need to book a reservation. Chef contributors
include: Hugh Acheson, Ferran Adria, Alex
Atala, Michael Anthony, John Besh, Daniel
Boulud, April Bloomfield, Heston Blumenthal,
Sean Brock, David Chang, Wylie Dufresne,
Gabrielle Hamilton, Fergus Henderson, Daniel
Humm, Corey Lee, Anito Lo, Matt Molina,
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Carlo Mirarchi, Magnus Nilsson, Ken Oringer,
Daniel Patterson, Rene Redzepi, Andy Ricker,
Eric Ripert, Marcus Samuelsson, Ben Shewry,
Craig Stoll, and hundreds more.
"I am lucky to be surrounded by inspiring
chefs from all over the world. They are all
different, and are gifted with a lot of emotion
and sensitivity. Through their work and
passion, they share pieces of art and culture
and make me feel human and alive." - Amelie
Vincent Food travel is a hot topic and pursuit,
but finding the ultimate restaurant in a
metropolis is often challenging and can be
disappointing. Enter 150 Restaurants You
Need to Visit Before You Die, a selection of
the 150 must-visit restaurants around the
world. Amélie Vincent, also known as 'The
Foodalist', has several of the best chefs on
her contact list and selected only those
places that set themselves apart with their
menu, design, originality... In short, she gives
you the ultimate reason why you need to go
there. 150 Restaurants You Need to Visit
Before You Die is a bucket-list restaurant
guide and the sequel to the equally standout
book 150 Bars You Need to Visit Before You
Die ISBN: ISBN 9789401449120. AUTHOR:
Amelie Vincent is a food blogger who founded
her own website The Foodalist two years ago.
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She shares the best spots to eat and is
gaining more Instagram followers by the day.
She is part of the Leading Culture
Destinations Awards jury and organises
exclusive food events all over the world with
internationally renowned chefs. SELLING
POINTS: * A selection of the 150 loveliest
international restaurants, that each have a
unique story to tell * Each selection features
20 signature dishes * An exclusive selection
made by popular food blogger AmElie Vincent
280 colour, 20 b/w images
A Guide to Making the Best of Foods and
Recipes
A Guide to Chefs' Favorite Restaurants
Surplus
A Chef's Guide to Preparing and Cooking Wild
Game and Fish
Eating Well, Living Better
A cook's guide to blitzing the holiday season
The Grassroots Gourmet Guide to Good
Health and Great Food
A requisite countertop companion for all home chefs, Keys to
Good Cooking distils the modern scientific understanding of
cooking and translates it into immediately useful information.
The book provides simple statements of fact and advice,
along with brief explanations that help cooks understand why,
and apply that understanding to other situations. Not a
cookbook, Keys to Good Cooking is, simply put, a book about
how to cook well. A work of astounding scholarship and
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originality, this is a concise and authoritative guide designed
to help home cooks navigate the ever-expanding universe of
recipes and ingredients and appliances, and arrive at the
promised land of a satisfying dish.
2018 James Beard Award Winner: Best American Cookbook
Named one of the Best Cookbooks of 2017 by NPR, The
Village Voice, Smithsonian Magazine, UPROXX, New York
Magazine, San Francisco Chronicle, Mpls. St. PaulMagazine
and others Here is real food—our indigenous American fruits
and vegetables, the wild and foraged ingredients, game and
fish. Locally sourced, seasonal, “clean” ingredients and noseto-tail cooking are nothing new to Sean Sherman, the Oglala
Lakota chef and founder of The Sioux Chef. In his breakout
book, The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen, Sherman shares
his approach to creating boldly seasoned foods that are
vibrant, healthful, at once elegant and easy. Sherman dispels
outdated notions of Native American fare—no fry bread or
Indian tacos here—and no European staples such as wheat
flour, dairy products, sugar, and domestic pork and beef. The
Sioux Chef’s healthful plates embrace venison and rabbit,
river and lake trout, duck and quail, wild turkey, blueberries,
sage, sumac, timpsula or wild turnip, plums, purslane, and
abundant wildflowers. Contemporary and authentic, his
dishes feature cedar braised bison, griddled wild rice cakes,
amaranth crackers with smoked white bean paste, three
sisters salad, deviled duck eggs, smoked turkey soup, dried
meats, roasted corn sorbet, and hazelnut–maple bites. The
Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen is a rich education and a
delectable introduction to modern indigenous cuisine of the
Dakota and Minnesota territories, with a vision and approach
to food that travels well beyond those borders.
Aska is the debut cookbook from chef Fredrik Berselius,
following the reimagining and rebuilding of his two-Michelinstarred restaurant. He celebrates the heritage and tradition of
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his native Sweden, his land in upstate New York, and a deep
appreciation for the restaurant's home in Brooklyn. Berselius
shares his culinary journey of Scandinavian flavors and
techniques through the courses of his exquisite seasonallydriven tasting menu, which features ingredients from an urban
farm and local producers across the Northeast United States.
With a stark and poetic Nordic aesthetic, Aska includes 85
recipes, evocative personal writing, and stunning
photography. "Mr. Berselius is the rare chef who thinks like an
artist and gets away with it." —Pete Wells, New York Times
You don't need another new diet. You just need this book. As
seen on ITV's Save Money and Lose Weight and This
Morning. ‘This is a brilliant book’ Phillip Schofield 'The book
to turn to for advice you can trust.' Mail on Sunday ‘If you
want to lose weight then this book is for you.’ Dietician
Nichola Ludlam-Raine (as seen on BBC, ITV & Channel 4)
Discover how to lose weight for good. No gimmicks, no rules,
no tough exercise regime. Just a straightforward, proven
science-based method. Graeme Tomlinson, a.k.a. The
Fitness Chef, has amassed over 600,000 instagram followers
thanks to his myth-busting health-and-diet infographics. In
this digestible infographic guide, you will discover: how to lose
weight and keep it off forever and why you don’t need a
complicated new diet, slimming-club rules or a personal
trainer. Empower yourself to make informed food choices and
be inspired by Graeme's 70 easy, lower-calorie versions of
popular foods - including curries, fry ups and even fish and
chips. You can still eat your favourite biscuits and enjoy
carbs, fats and sugar. After reading this book you will be able
to make informed food choices for the rest of your life and
succeed at any weight-loss goal.
Chefs Eat Toasties Too
Eat What You Like & Lose Weight For Life - The infographic
guide to the only diet that works
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A Pro's Guide to Reinventing Your Sandwich Game
Eat Well on $4/Day
Eat a Peach
Adventures in the Culinary Underbelly
The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science

A deliciously funny, delectably shocking
banquet of wild-but-true tales of life in
the culinary trade from Chef Anthony
Bourdain, laying out his more than a
quarter-century of drugs, sex, and haute
cuisine—now with all-new, never-beforepublished material
2012 IPPY Bronze Award in the Cookbook
category (Independent Publisher Book
Awards) ForeWord Reviews 2012 Book of the
Year Award Finalist (TBA) 2013 James Beard
Foundation Book Awards, Nominee Finalist
Born from the principles of the local food
movement, a growing number of people are
returning to hunting and preparing fish
and game for their home tables. Afield: A
Chef's Guide to Preparing and Cooking Wild
Game and Fish is at once a manifesto for
this movement and a manual packed with
everything the new hunter needs to know.
Wild foods, when managed responsibly, are
sustainable, ethical, and delicious, and
author Jesse Griffiths combines
traditional methods of hunting,
butchering, and preparing fish and game
with 85 mouthwatering recipes. Afield
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throws open the doors of field dressing
for novice and experienced hunters alike,
supplying the know-how for the next
logical step in the local, sustainable
food movement. Stemming from a commitment
to locally grown vegetables and nose-totail cooking, Griffiths is an expert guide
on this tour of tradition and taste,
offering a combination of hunting lessons,
butchery methods, recipes, including how
to scale, clean, stuff, fillet, skin,
braise, fry and more. Fellow hunting
enthusiast and food photographer Jody
Horton takes you into the field, follows
Griffiths step-by-step along the way and
then provides you with exquisite plate
photograph of the finished feasts. Filled
with descriptive stories and photographs,
Afield takes the reader along for the
hunt, from duck and dove to deer and wild
hog. Game and fish include: Doves, Deer,
Hogs, Squirrel, Rabbits, Ducks, Geese,
Turkey, Flounder, White Bass, Crabs,
Catfish, and more.
In the footsteps of bestsellers Where
Chefs Eat and Where to Eat Pizza – where
the best bartenders go for the best drinks
Where Bartenders Drink is THE insider’s
guide. The best 300 expert drink-makers
share their secrets – 750 spots spread
across 60 countries – revealing where they
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go for a drink throughout the world when
they’re off-duty. Venues range from latenight establishments and legendary hotel
bars to cosy neighbourhood ‘locals’ – and
in some surprising locales. The 750 expert
recommendations come with insightful
reviews, key information, specially
commissioned maps, and an easy-to-navigate
geographical organization. It’s the only
guide you need to ensure that you get the
best drinks in the most memorable global
locations.
A Chef's Guide to Eating Well, Getting Fit
and Living Your Best Life
150 Restaurants You Need to Visit Before
You Die
The Essential Guide to Culinary
Creativity, Based on the Wisdom of
America's Most Imaginative Chefs
The secret to successful baking every time
Chefs Eat Breakfast Too
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